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This invention relates to grinding devices and, more’par 
ticularly, to an apparatus for application to the surface of 
grinding wheels. 

It is an object of this invention to provide an apparatus 
for improving the operating efficiency of grinding wheels 
and the like and increasing the effective service life thereof. 
VIt is a further object to provide an apparatus for r'e 

moving work material from the operating surface of a 
grinding wheel or the like during rotation or movement 
thereof to increase the effective'work material removal 
rate of the wheel and improve its operating characteris 
tics.y . 

It is a further object to provide such an apparatus where 
in an operating member is oscillated at high frequencies 
and minute amplitudes while in close association with the 
wheel surface at an area flooded with a liquid, whereby, 
through cavitation effects within the liquid and between 
the operating member and wheel, work material is re 
moved from between the abrading grains of the wheel so 
as to clean the entire operating surface of the wheel and 
improve 'or maintain the operating characteristics thereof. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
apparent from the following description, the appended 
claims and the accompanying drawing, in which, 

Figure l illustrates an exemplary grinding machine in 
cluding an apparatus embodying the present invention, 

Figure 2 is an enlarged illustration of a portion of Fig 
ure 1 with the housing of the driving unit of the apparatus 
partiallybroken away, ‘ ‘ ' v 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary illustration of the liquid sup 
ply means taken generally on line 3-3 of Figure 1, 

1 Figure 4 is a view taken on line 4_4 of Figure l, and 
Figure 5 illustrates the edge of the operating member 

and ya fragment of the grinding wheel periphery. 
While the present invention is capable of wide applica 

tion and embodiment in other forms, an exemplary appli 
cation and apparatus is illustrated as applied to the re 
mov-al of Work material from the periphery of a grinding 
wheel in a cylindrical grinder. 

Grinding wheels during operation accumulate particles 
of material from the work between the abrasive grains of 
the wheel. This accumulation, or “loading-up” decreases 
materially the effectiveness of the wheel because it reduces 
the effective projection and sharpness of the grains in the 
wheel surface. This condition occurs in all grinding op 
erations but especially where porous wheels and soft work 
materials are involved. No method of fully restoring the 
grinding wheel surface to its optimum effectiveness except 
by removing the loaded surface by dressing -aw-ay a por 
tion of the wheel is thought to have been previously em 
ployed. 
With the present invention an operating member os 

cillating at high frequencies and minute amplitudes in as 
sociation with a liquid ñooding the wheel surface produces 
concentrated cavitation along the surface to be treated. 
In the exemplary application shown an operating member 
Yconforming to a portion of the wheel periphery is oscil 
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lated generally toward and from the wheel surface at 
ultrasonic frequencies to produce intense cavitation in the 
close spacing between the member and wheel. The vio 
lent collapse ofthe vacuous pockets formed within the 
liquid due to the intense cavitation provided by the present 

' invention provides-energy and agitation for removalv of 
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work material from the wheel surface without decreasing 
the effectiveness of the abrasive grains themselves. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing, the ex 
emplary grinding machine illustrated in Figure 1 includes 
a grinding wheel 10 rotated in a clockwise direction for 
removing material from a workpiece 11 driven clockwise 
during operation of the machine. An electric motor 
mounted at 12 serves to rotate the grinding wheel. A 
dressing unit 14 for forming the wheel surface includes _a 
formed crushing roller 13 movable into pressure engage 
ment with the wheel surface by -a handwheel 17 
application. 
An apparatus 15 embodying the present invention is 

mounted by a support 16 on the base of the machine. The 
exemplary illustrated unit includes an operating member 
20 conforming arcuately to a portion of the grinding 
vWheel periphery and transversely to the wheel form (see 
Figure 5). A driving unit 22 which supports and drives 
member 20 is carried on support 16,for adjustment rela 
tive to the periphery of wheel 10. Hand-wheel 24 oper 

` ates through rack 25’ for rapid advancing and retracting 
of member 20, and hand-wheel 26 through screw 27 pro 
vides a slow adjustment. 
The driving unit 22 includes a housing 25 clamped at 

28 and 29 to the adjustable support. Housing 25 encloses 
a magnetostrictive transducer 30 attached through con 
necting b'ody 32 to operating »member 20. A’cooling ' 
liquid is supplied through conduit 34 to housing 25 and is 
exhausted through conduit 35. An electrical connection 
is provided at 37 for transducer 30 for excitation thereof 
for oscillation of member 20 at ultrasonic frequencies 
and through minute amplitudes toward and from the sur 
face of wheel 10. 
The operating surface of member 2.0 can be readily 

shaped to an exact ̀ duplicate _of the wheel surface by grind- . 
ing tool 20 with the formed wheel while ultrasonically 
driving the tool. 
A portion of the periphery of wheel 10 at one side of 

the wheel axis between the operating surface of member 
20 and the wheel is flooded with a liquid, preferably the 
work coolant fluid, supplied thro-ugh conduit means 40. 
This conduit means has openings 41 surrounding the op 
erating area for full flooding thereof. Passage means are 
provided through the operating surface of member 20 to 
insure that the area between thisy surface and the wheel 
periphery is fully flooded with' liquid. As illustrated, 
these passage means are provided by transverse slots 42 
across the operating surface of the member. 
During operation, through adjustments 24 and 26, the 

operating surface of member 20 is placed in close associa 
tion with a portion of the periphery of wheel 10. Spac 
ings of a few thousandths of an inch have been found most 
advantageous. For example, in one use the clearance was 
maintained so that the operating surface of member 20 
came no closer than one or two thousandths of an inch to 
the surface of the wheel driving operation. Through 
energization of transducer 30 and the high frequency os 
cillations of member 20, intense cavitation of the liquid 
supplied through conduit means 40 between the operating 
surface of member 20 and the wheel periphery is effected. 
Due to the intense energy and agitation provided through 
the cavitation work material is effectively removed from 
between the abrasive grains of the operating surface of the 
wheel and, as the wheel rotates relative to member 20, the 
desired surface is treated. 

in this n 
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Thus, it` is- seen that an,Y apparatus has been provided 
for improvingrthe efñciencyof grinding wheels or the like 
in a non-destructive manner and during their movement 
or rotation. The intense cavitation effect provided in 
suresl proper treatment` of; the wheelësurface >withrnost >efe4 
fective; grindingoperations resulting: 
While the form of4 apparatus herein described consti~ 

tutes a preferred*ernbodirnentnofç~ theinventiongitis to be: 
understood that ,the invention.vistnot'limited> to thisprecise 
formî ofk apparatus and that 'changes_«may¿Y be madertherein 
without departing ¿from .» thegscopeof,thefinventiom which 
is defined in the appended claims.` 
What is claimed is; _ 
1;, An apparatus for removingwork. material‘from be. 

tween ._the-.abrading grains; of‘a: grindingwheel-.orv the- like, 
comprising Supply means forflooding-at least a portion of 
the. wheel surface~withf liquidearr operating member in 
association with-.said liquid. andgcloselyA spaced relative t0 
the wheellsurface-to be treated, andra high'ffrequency drive 
unit connectedlto- said memberÍ for oscillation thereof at 
high? frequenciesl Iand minute amplitudes relative toY said 
liquid and to the wheel surface to cause cavitationofthe 
liquid along >the wheelsurface beingtreated inthe: close 
spacing> betweenmernber and wheel for removalof work 
material from the wheel surface. 

2.4Appara-tus forfremoving workl material from-between i 
theabrading grainsof a- grinding wheel or the like duringk 
rotation thereof, comprising conduit> means for floodingI> 
aportion of the wheel surfacefat one side ofthe axis of 
rotation thereofy with liquid, an; operating member for 
location in close associationwith the wheel surface at the ' 
flooded area, a driveunitconnected tosaid memberk for 
oscillation thereof toward and from the surface being 
treated at ,high frequencies and minute; amplitudes, where 
by.. cavitation-of- the liquid betweenthe member andthe 
wheel surface occurs` for work material removal and the 
desired surface is progressively treated duringwheel rof 
tation. 

3. Apparatus for removing- work material from be 
tweenthe abrading grains `ofa grinding wheel or the like. 
during rotation thereof comprisingan; operating member 
having a surface conformed to the configurationof the 
effective grinding surface of the Wheel at' one side of 
the` axis. thereof, means mountingsaid member closely 
adjacentl the wheel surface, a drive unit connected to 
saidmembervfor oscillation thereof relative to thewheel. 
surface at high frequencies and minute amplitudes> attire 
area of material removal, conduit means in association 
with said area for supplying liquid thereto, said mounting 
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means including adjustable means ̀ for relatively posi 
tioning the wheelv and member to maintain a desired mi 
nute clearance therebetween during operation of the mem 
ber. 

4. Apparatus for removing work material from between 
the abrading grains of a grinding wheel or the like during 
rotation thereof comprising, conduit means for flooding an 
area of the Wheel periphery at one side of the axis of ro 
tation thereof withv liquid„ an operating, member con 
formed arcuately to a portion of the. wheel periphery and 
to the general transverse configuration of the operating 
portion thereof, a driving unit ,connectedv to said member 
for oscillation thereof at high frequencies and minute am 
plitudes-towardíand‘». from: thewheel surface, and support 
means carrying said».unit andmember disposing said mem 
ber with a minute clearance relative to the wheel periphery 
at the flooded area for concentrated cavitation of the 
liquid between the member and yarea for progressive re 
moval; of;material1.from the-wheelÍ periphery as the wheel 
is' rotated. ` 

5. An apparatus as set forth in claim 4 wherein said 
supporti means includes' adjustable means for maintaining 
a predetermined: closet spacing: between the member and 
wheel` periphery. 

6; An apparatus asiseti forth inV claim 4 wherein the op 
eratingisurface of said member/has liquidconducting pas 
sage means thereinï forzfullîñooding ofthe space between 
the member and:wheel'. 

7. Anxapparatus; as*` set. forth inV claimV 6 .wherein said" 
passage means are provided by grooves across the operat 
ing-surface ofthe member. ' 

8. Apparatus for removing work’material from between 
thevlabrading graiusîoñay grinding wheel or the like during 
rotation thereoffcomprising an'. operating member'havingf 
an operatingsurfacei conformed to a portion of the-wheel" 
periphery,v at one sidey ofzthe.y axis;v of. rotation thereof, a 
magnetostrictive:transducert connecteditosaid'member for 
oscillation- of the'> operating surface thereof toward and 
from the wheel surface at. ultrasonic frequencies and 
through, minuteamplitudes,`> liquid supply means for sup 
plying a liquid between saidl operating surface and the 
wheel periphery duringk rotation. of the wheel relative to 
theîmember;and:support;means> for said transducer and 
member supporting said, operating surface with a minute 

Y clearance relativel to the Wheel periphery, whereby work 
material is progressively removed from the Wheell in a 
non-contact manner through intense cavitation between the 
operating surface andi Wheely as the wheel rotates. 

No references cited. 


